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James Miller May 4 Pinned

Thanks for bringing this great documentary to my attention. It is excellent. Watching it was emotional

for me as I started treating people early with hydroxychloroquine and lived through the propaganda

and had colleagues tell me I was a ‘conspiracy theorist’ for prescribing it. Later I learned of

ivermectin….. and then came the ivermectin saga we all endured.
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A Midwestern Doctor May 4 Author

Pinned your comment.
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Removed May 5

Comment removed
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Elizabeth Krispin Elizabeth’s Substack May 5

Flagged as Potential Violation

The page you are attempting to access has been flagged for a potential violation of

Substack's content guidelines.
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A Midwestern Doctor May 7 Author

I did not remove this comment, so it was probably an automatic thing from Substack.
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Elizabeth Krispin Elizabeth’s Substack May 5

Kate, can you tell me about what is discussed at that link? It was blocked.
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Elizabeth Krispin Elizabeth’s Substack May 5

Flagged as Potential Violation

The page you are attempting to access has been flagged for a potential violation of

Substack's content guidelines.
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MMA May 1

Thank you for all you have done for humanity throughout this nightmare, Doctor. You have been a

strong and clear voice of reason throughout this period of worldwide gaslighting and insanity. It is only

because of you and a few others--a handful, no more-- that I don't have utter contempt for those in

your profession.

I've followed your writing from the very beginning and have come to realize that medicine seems more

of a calling for you, than a vocation. You are a genuine healer. I am forever grateful that you were not

captured by Big Pharma like most of the world's medical "professionals".

I struggle to find the right words to tell you just how much I appreciate your gift of communication.

The very special way that you approach and expound on all of these important topics is so helpful to

us laypeople. You go deep, and you are brilliant, yet you remain humble and are always seeking more

answers, yourself.

You are not just an excellent doctor. You are a true friend to us all.
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A Midwestern Doctor May 1 Author

It's more that I identify as a healer and a student of nature rather than a doctor; I view being a

doctor as a title I have that makes it easier to get things done in the world.
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Gogs Gogs’s Substack May 1

You no doubt know that long ago Chinese barefoot doctors got paid when their "patients"

didn't get Ill, but were not paid when patients did get ill. Very bad business model to those

who only see health as something to be exploited...One of the tragic by-products of this

monstrous crime is that the gulf between orthodox medicine and complementary therapies

(where the knowledge and know-how bases grow year on year) is wider than ever, despite

many physicians' openness to - for example - energy medicine. But, again, (arguably)

helping to make people healthier and more resilient to disease at a fraction of the cost is a

very bad business model.
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weedom1 weedom May 2

In my collection is an English translation of the 'manual' for Chinese barefoot doctors.

This translation was generated around the time that the U.S. and China were opening

up business relations in the 70s. I wonder how a system could be built to pay only for

wellness care, and what would motivate doctors to treat the sick for free.

Medicare is already starting to refuse to pay for lack of success. It won't reimburse for

patients returning to the hospital within 30 days after certain certain cardiovascular

visits, for example. They also use payment to enforce treatment protocols and quality

standards. and the threat of losing all medicare reimbursement is what has driven the

vaccine mandates for health care professionals. The courts have upheld these

mandates for health care professionals, even while ruling against mandates of other

employers.

When "success" is defined by the single payer, then any sweeping agendas of the

single payer are thereby enforced.

One price of "equity" is having someone outside you to determine what treatments you

can access, and which ones are mandatory. The other price is lack of innovation,

because the financial rewards are given for adherence to existing protocols and

standards. For example, employee providers who can't get a specific percentage of

their clientele to accept jabs, miss out on a great deal of their pay. This is why many of

them refuse new patients who won't be jabbed.
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Dave May 2

That sentiment reminded me of Dr. Richard Bernstein, the best diabetic doctor in the world.

He was first in it to help diabetics (like himself) instead of status and willingly took ridicule

for decades without flagging in telling diabetics to go low sugar. Something as simple as

saying diabetics should lower their sugar intake was enough to get exiled!
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Mouzer May 3

Healing takes many forms, not all of them physical.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear MMA, the gaslighting starts with the claim that viruses exist and are contagious and

pathogenic. Our friend AMD keeps ignoring the HOLE in the elephant in the room. Best
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM David S. Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM May 2

Viruses re real and do go around. See the Woke Mind Virus.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear DB, lol. To quote Maxine Waters, "stay Woke!"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=papZSSRaT5A
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Elizabeth Krispin Elizabeth’s Substack May 5

Such a Tool.
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SaHiB May 2

Is this an Edelman "grassroots" campaign?
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pimaCanyon May 3

of course they exist! We know how they do what they do, how they first have to attach

themselves to a cell wall, then soften the cell wall in order to get inside, once inside they

cause the cell to form a vacuole around them so they won't be detected, etc. We know this

about them and we know that certain herbs have biochemicals that interfere with one or

more of those processes. Fresh ginger and licorice root, for example, interfere with the

process that a virus uses to attach itself to a cell wall. Take a look at Stephen H Buhner's

excellent book Herbal Antivirals. In the book he explains the biochemistry and the research

that's been done on viral replication and how various herbs interfere with that process.

A normal human body houses 3 trillion bacteria and 30 trillion viruses. We have evolved

amidst a sea of bacteria and viruses, and we thrive while swimming in that sea.

Here's what a medical doctor has to say about the covid virus:

https://merylnass.substack.com/p/my-three-is-the-virus-real-articles
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 3 · edited May 9

Dearest PC: I know the dogma of virology. If you consider the claims, they are

contradictory and unfalsifiable.

What is your source for the definition of virus? Are you using Summers (2009), the

Encyclopedia of Microbiology?

Again, if you have reason to believe that 30 trillion viruses exist in the human body, what

is the source, do they develop ONLY post exogenous infection? That aside, what is the

basis for the claim that so few cause illness? Have you analyzed the probability that any

particular virus, or even a class or family of viruses, causes illness?

And how is it that cell culture processes, showing so-called cytopathic effects (CPE),

could be attributed to a SINGLE particular virus, while you claim that trillions are in the

tissues, and in any sample? By your numbers, there should be millions of viruses. Thus,

what is the basis to declare that a SINGLE type or class is responsible for CPE? Again,

Lanka (2022) created the so-called CPE without using any material from a person; that

is, he generated CPE in a TRUE control.

Sorry, but Meryl Nass has refused to address all the evidence showing that viruses do

not exist. As staff of, and or paid by CHD, she agrees with or follows their policy, which

is to declare that viruses exist, and that YOU must be afraid ... (and do not forget to

send them money, victory is within their grasp, and they are winning, any day now).

Have you not seen how Lanka falsified Enders cell culture method?

Best
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Rob Thomas May 1

Anthony Fauci = Josef Mengele...... mass murderers whose weapons were government sanctioned

medical experiments on their victims.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter May 1

I enjoyed this and can't wait to watch the documentary. I've become convinced one or two key PR

firms are serving as quarterbacks for this whole propaganda operation.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter May 1

And the PR firms gave us "safe and effective." (Perhaps some of us remember hearing that

phrase?)

My counter to that is we should just show pictures of the horrifying worm-like clots the

embalmers are routinely finding. Then ask: Does tthis look like the picture of "safe" to you?

https://billricejr.substack.com/p/id-missed-these-horrifying-clot-images?

utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2
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A Midwestern Doctor May 1 Author

I have tracked this phrase back to the polio vaccines and I am not sure if the modern PR

industry existed then.
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Sez777 May 1 · edited May 2

Just like the intentionally-duplicitous nature of naming a private company "The Federal

Reserve", the phrase "Safe and Effective" was nothing more than an Ad tag line,

intended to deceive.

Its true meaning was completely irrelevant to the product.

In essence it was just marketing spin - like "most doctors prefer Camels" or "Finger-

lickin' good".

It was always deceitful in its design, and malevolent in its intent.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 1 · edited May 10

Dear AMD, "modern" PR in the United States, began with the Creel Commission,

pushing Americans to support entry into WWI.

Mein Kampf (1925) details tactics in mass propaganda. Edward Bernays (Freud's

nephew), who learned from Walter Lippmann (and others on the Creel Commission),

wrote Propaganda in 1928. https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.275553 - see

more about modern propaganda in "The Century of the Self" (part 2 - engineering

consent - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEsPOt8MG7E).

Ergo, the PR industry was well-established, and the use of propaganda by government

and large corporations was WELL known before the polio vax campaign.

In fact, the drive to find both the "viral cause" of polio (infantile paralysis) and a

"vaccine" started as early as 1909. In 1949, Howe attacked the enterprise. And in 1949,

Klenner published that vitamin C is a cure for "infantile paralysis". (Klenner used both IM

and IV vitamin C - said that it cured measles too). By 1951, Scobey decried the scam

that was "polio science."

(I am glad that you have this forum that we might share history and references that are

otherwise unknown to so many).
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Cornwall Marc May 2

I've seen old video of Fauci using the same 'safe & effective' message for AZT back in

the AIDS crisis. And look at how panned out. I can't believe he's used it again!!!

(For those who don't know: the AZT treatment was highly toxic and mimicked the

progression of the so called AIDS disease - Practically everyone put on it DIED. He

killed over 300,000 mainly gay young men.)
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A Midwestern Doctor May 2 Author

Is there any chance you could get me those clips? That would be a great thing to

make go viral.
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Super Spreader SuperSpreader May 4

1988 THROWBACK: "DR FAUCI SAYS AZT AIDS DRUG IS SAFE AND

EFFECTIVE"

"The reason that only one drug has been made available, AZT, because it's

the only drug that thus far has been shown in scientifically controlled trials to

be safe and effective"

(You only need to watch the first 11 seconds)

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKWwEkBZjhM

I uploaded to some mirrors:

https://www.brighteon.com/bffb7921-b007-4101-ae6c-4b403563fce3

https://rumble.com/v4t8udw-1988-throwback-dr-fauci-says-azt-aids-drug-

is-safe-and-effective.html

Be patient with the above mirror links as I just now uploaded them

Another Fauci clip I really like is this 30s clip of him in a 1999 NOVA episode

warning that if we aren't careful "12 Years after vaccine all hell breaks loose"

https://www.brighteon.com/fca856da-0d70-4966-802d-7979e3197503
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 1

Interesting! But anyway, "safe and effective" was quite the mantra.
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Kathleen Janoski May 1

"no one is safe until everyone is safe"
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Brandon is not your bro May 2

Let’s talk about the VA and the ACOG still recommending the jab. It doesn’t

matter if democrat or republican …they knew and they still know … it’s a

Bioweapon to maim and kill.
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Jolene May 2

“Stay Home, Save lives”

“Together Apart”

“Social Distancing”

“My Mask Protects You, Your Mask Protects Me”
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter May 2 · edited May 2

Good examples. There's too many slogans that quickly became

omnipresent for this not to be coordinated. Who/what organization could

have come up with all the right slogans to use to manipulate the masses?

Answer: An advertising/PR agency.

I can't remember the firm they are using, but I have read an article or two

about the agency that is probably quarterbacking all of this. And this firm

isn't just focussed on screwing us over with Covid protocols. They are

working their dark magic on all the key issues the Deep State wants to

implement.
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Wolfgang Exel Watson W. E. Watson's Substack May 2

When the majority finally figures out that their lives are ruined, their

sustenance destroyed, their loved ones murdered - by a corporate

biest consisting of the military industrial complex, the

pharmaceutical industrial complex, the industrial agri-'culture'

complex, the corporate (social) media complex, the industrial

surveillance complex and the industrial financial complex, only then

there is a chance to overcome these cretinous and parasitic entities

that are like a flea infestation on a newborn kitten - sucking its blood

until the kitten dies.

History does repeat itself - because humanity always fails to remove

the perpetrators of crimes against it.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 2 · edited May 2

Good examples. I well remember, what a stinking ton of utter baloney.
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Jolene May 2 · edited May 2

I remember how surreal/creeped out I felt because the slogans had

such a resemblance to 1984 and Brave New World.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 2

Indeed, right out of those playbooks.
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NAB May 3

Even reading these slogans provokes a visceral disgust in me.
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HiggsBosonSlut May 2

I still see idiots in their cars, by themselves, wearing masks while driving.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 1 · edited May 1

Oh yeah, that was super cuckoo.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter May 2 · edited May 2

The Event 201 Planning Events also outlined a lot of how this would be rolled out -

for example, the importance of influencers and the Censorship Industrial Complex

to kill "disinformation' and "vaccine hesitancy."

Those planners were told - use doctors and doctors groups to send this message -

"everyone trusts their personal doctors."

Those planning events were probably concocted at the advice of this key

PR/Advertising Firm. Basically, I think some super advertising and PR agency

created the whole plan. They assigned all the parts and wrote all they key scripts.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 2 · edited May 2

Yep. And funny how it is -- it might have once been true that "everyone trusts

their personal doctors." Now, in May of 2024, the people who still trust their

doctors are either:

A. Very lucky and grateful to have a doctor who honors his or her Hippocratic

Oath

or

B. Not connecting dots and still taking jabs, and in addition, a lot of other

prescription medicines
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SaHiB May 2

Is "influencer" a euphemism for "psychopath"?
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter May 2

Yes. What they are really saying is, "We need to recruit as many of our

psychopath or sociopath colleagues who are in the best position to

influence the rest of the population."
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter May 2

I'm sure they didn't invent the phrase, they just told their clients - use this phrase.

And, per my belief, this firm created a detailed game-plan - "this is how we are going to

pull this off and make this happen."
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Keith Jajko May 1

I once worked for the Fleishman-Hillard PR form when it was biggest in the nation. I

guarantee a mega PR firm, likely Edelman, came up with “safe and effective” ~ as well as

many other slogans of 2 or 3 words in recent years. Flatten the curve!

You know what the mega PR firms hate? Getting called out publicly for their shit.

They belong before a Congressional committee.
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Lee Muller Lee Muller’s In Plainsight is 2… May 1

I've even seen the "safe and effective" slogan used on the front of shampoo bottles.

They know what sells.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 1

Funny, though, since I've seen what I've seen about these covid jabs and I can't

unsee it, now when I see the words "safe and effective" applied to anything,

absolutely anything else, I want to burst out laughing. Like, barge pole, please. As

in, "I wouldn't touch with it a — "
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Brandon is not your bro May 2

Me too Transcriber B.
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DevonshireDozer DevonshireDozer’s Dribblings May 2

"Congressional committee"? There have been lots of those over the years. Most were

useless (but expensive) theatre.

How about substituting "Firing squad"?
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Keith Jajko May 2

I fully endorse the firing squad. I won’t be happy until I see Fauci, Edelman et al

swinging by a tree by their neck.
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John Davidson BROKEN TRUTH May 1

Agreed!
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Hazel May 4

Up there with brilliant advert: Rinse and repeat
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Keith Jajko May 1 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

That would be Edelman, which is connected at the hip with DNC AND WEF; and Weber

Shandwick.

https://disinformationchronicle.substack.com/p/weber-shandwick-provides-pr-for-moderna
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear KJ, I did not see any reference to Edelman in the Substack article you posted. Can you

give me some guidance on researching this PR firm? Thanks
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Keith Jajko May 2

Thanks for asking. Just Google “Edelman WEF” or “Edelman Biden.” Here’s a starter

peek:

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/richard-edelman/

https://www.edelman.com/us-election-2020/sector-implications/financial-services

https://www.edelman.com/us-election-2020/sector-implications/healthcare
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Keith Jajko May 2

Thanks for asking. Just Google “Edelman WEF” or “Edelman Biden.” There’s much

more, but here’s a start:

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/richard-edelman/

https://www.edelman.com/us-election-2020/sector-implications/financial-services

https://www.edelman.com/us-election-2020/sector-implications/healthcare
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Linda Kapala May 3

Read One Idea to Rule them all by Michelle Stiles to see how PR firms have and continue to twist

the truth and manipulate people
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Russ D May 1

A shot was fired - inside the arms of those who believed the lie. I will never stop speaking Truth to

medical tyranny for this is a global genocide. Life Free or die with honor. In GOD we Trust ... May every

single participating doctor, nurse and the manufacturers be tried for genocide. How can any sane

human being trust the medical establishment again after Covid is beyond me!!!
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A powerful, in-depth look at hospitals’ deadly ‘COVID protocols’

By Andrea Widburg

Stella Paul wrote a series of articles for American Thinker exposing the terrible things that happened

in American hospitals because of the new “COVID protocols”—things that the American public is

already forgetting. Several days ago, she sat down for a long interview with an investigative reporter at

the Epoch Times to expand on the information she provided to American Thinker readers.

You are probably already familiar with what Ms. Paul wrote, but here’s the list of those essays:

• What Happened in Hospitals During Covid?

• Covid Hospital Protocols Destroyed Thousands of American Families

• Exposing the COVID hospital protocol

• 'It's Murder': Remdesivir Victims Decry FDA's Shocking New Move

• The Death of Informed Consent

Backed by facts, Ms. Paul exposed how hospitals used COVID to ride roughshod over patients’ rights

to information, their care options, and their treatment choices, all while isolating them from friends and

family. It’s a truly horrifying tale, made worse by the fact that hospitals were driven not by fear

(although many were) but by financial incentives.
Expand full comment
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Russ D May 1

A bogus virus did not kill people.........The Medical establishment DID!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

September 7, 2023

The Death of Informed Consent

By Stella Paul

Here's what never happened in the hospital during COVID: a doctor sat down next to a patient

and said, "You have a choice. We can give you Remdesivir, which killed 53% of the patients in an

Ebola trial. It was so bad the trial had to be shut down. And you'll notice here in Remdesivir's fact

sheet, it says, 'Not a lot of people have used Remdesivir. Serious and unexpected side effects

may happen.' Or we can give you ivermectin, a safe and effective drug that's been successfully

used for decades, and send you home. Which do you prefer?"

The reason that conversation never happened is that it would have cost the hospital too much

money. If the hospital gave you ivermectin and sent you home, the federal government paid the

hospital $3,200. If the hospital gave you Remdesivir, the federal government paid the entire

hospital bill, plus a 20% bonus. So the hospital executives' choice was to receive $3,200 or

$500,000, which was the average hospital bill. No contest. Patients were going to get Remdesivir

— whether they wanted it or not.

Informed consent died a grotesque death in the hospitals during COVID, and we need an autopsy.

There was no information, and there was no consent, and without them, patients are reduced to

helpless victims, exploited for corrupt financial gain and immoral experiments.

Informed consent has been enshrined in numerous judicial rulings as the foundation of ethical

medical practice and seared into the public's conscience from the Nuremberg trials. Seven Nazi

doctors were hanged in Germany by an American military tribunal for "murders, tortures, and

other atrocities committed in the name of medical science." Yet murders, tortures, and otherExpand full comment
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OneDayAtATime May 2 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

To show how far back all of this goes, I just ran across a dissertation from 1731 written in Latin called

Dissertatio medica de Laudationibus Nimiis Medicamentorum Arcanorum Venalium Was von denen

Artzeneyen zu halten, welche als Arcana, mit vielen Lobes-Erhebungen öffentlich feil gebohten

werden. The rare book seller who is making this available translates the title to Mysterious

Medications and says the writer closes his work calling for "more effective scientific forms of

determining the effectiveness of medicine based on the experience of doctors rather than

endorsements." https://funkebooks.com/lists/dissertations-and-theses/#page=25
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Someone May 2

A year or two ago I began noticing articles about the dangers of melatonin and vitamin d cropping up.

This caused me to scratch my head and wonder why. Reviewing the graphics you reference at

c19early helps me understand why. But I also wonder: why so much consternation about HCQ and

ivermectin? Buth require a prescription. If the doktors aren't going to prescribe it, why not give

melatonin, vit c, vit d, quercetin, cucrumin, sunlight, diet & exercise-- either by rx or by empowering

people to have the knowledge to heal themselves -- since by the graphics referenced these things

appera to be on the same par of efficacy as ivermectin and hcq? I know I have close to 0 trust left in

the medical system and suspect a lot of others feel the same. Maybe the answer is to reclaim our right

to heal ourselves.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack May 1 · edited May 1 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thanks for this, I appreciate so much what you do. I will be sure to watch this documentary.

Re: as you write— "While this is terrible, the alternative was what we had already been watching, a

continual and sustained increase in corruption of all our institutions (which amongst other things is

what allowed COVID-19 to happen) and I believe had something extreme as COVID not been pulled on

America in 2020, we instead would have seen something similar to it anyways 10 years down the road

—but unlike now, it would not have been as stark a contrast to what people were already habituated to

and hence not as widely protested."

I would very much agree. Hmm, that's really something to contemplate.
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PRice May 2

I agree. Thought I was completely over beliefs before 2020. Then every week another blowup

happened in medicine, media, science.
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Kathleen Janoski May 1 · edited May 1

Please, someone tell the Secretary of Veterans Affairs!

The VA is still offering the covid DeathVax to veterans even though they had safety signals triggered 6

months after the shot rollout for myocarditis after the 1st Pfizer shot. A VA employee, Fran

Cunningham, emailed the CDC with the data. Info was obtained by FOIAs received by The Epoch

Times.

The VA still forced their employees to take the shot.

The VA never warned veterans they could be harmed.

...more insanity...

VA policy was updated on 20 March 2024, with the VA now recommending an "additional dose" of the

covid DeathVax for veterans 65 years and older.

Can you say death panel?

Please warn every veteran that you know.

https://news.va.gov/129555/va-offering-updated-covid-19-vaccines/
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Brandon is not your bro May 2

Thanks KJ … don’t stop talking about it . 

👍
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Kathleen Janoski May 2 · edited May 2

I am outraged and distressed that the VA is still pushing the covid DeathVax on veterans.

Was at my VA hospital yesterday, and there was a very large sign (at least 4 feet tall) still by

the elevator recommending the shots. At the bottom it read, "the gift of hope."

More like hope you don't die.
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Brandon is not your bro May 2

Yes they are so captured. Disgusting 

🤮

. But maybe they are so stupid . The doctors

around me are so busy with side effects from the jabs , I don’t think they even care

💰

…. Wait till it’s them or their family member who dies . Such cold and callous people.

Although I saw a lady , in the office on Nattokinase that her doctor told her to get !
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear KJ, are you under the impression that heads of the military do NOT want to kill off high

numbers of personnel? Consider, nearly everyone in the military is trained to follow ANY order:

torture in Gitmo and Afghanistan; execution of innocents in Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, etc.

And they are supposed to get a pension? Those people (i.e., military) are some of the worst on

the planet.
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Kathleen Janoski May 3

DoD and the Pentagon want to purge the conservatives from the military.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 3 · edited May 3

Dear KJ, most of the people in the military call themselves Christian (between 70-75%)

- and over 70% of all military are WHITE. And they take ALL the vax, ALL the time. And

they happily bomb innocent people; torture innocent people; break stuff and kill people.

Just because some self-mutilating men are in the officer corps, that does NOT make

the military "liberal" or anti-conservative. They are SUPPORTING genocide in Israel;

bases in Africa, occupation and theft of petroleum in Syria ...

Men are still being tortured and imprisoned in Gitmo - by US military personnel. Are you

really thinking that those imprisoned in Gitmo carried out the 9/11 demolitions?
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Kathleen Janoski May 3

Yet, you make no comment about the J6 political prisoners who are being

mistreated in jails and prisons around the US.

Denied medical care, unable to see their loved ones, punished with solitary

confinement, threatened with excessively long prison terms.

Have you no bleeding heart for them?
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 3

Dear KJ, not sure what you are trying to say. Definitely J6 was an instance of

NO crime, by the vast majority - those who just walked around. The violence

was started by the cops shooting at the crowd and the FBI informants and

provocateurs.

As a LIBERAL, I am all for freedom and protest. As an anarchist, I realize the

futility in trying to reason with State agents (cops/military/prosecutors) or

even demand that State agents adhere to the Constitution. (Have you read

Howard Zinn?)

That the state (DOJ) sought to crush dissent, well, that is a NORMAL action of

the State. Remember when a guy held a "No blood for oil sign" and was

imprisoned during the regime of GW Bush?

And the worst part of J6 is that Trump COULD have pardoned everyone, for

any and ALL acts prior to the Congressional certification, and or PRIOR to the

swearing in of Biden.

Oh well. I guess we should realize that Trump either does not think; has bad

lawyers; or just does not care about those voters who want to laud him. That

is, Trump is PART of the duopoly and ruling class ... even if many of his

brethren hate him. Like he said, HRC took his money - no complaints then.

Best
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Lynda Hill May 1

Disturbingly, I watched a video posted with a link to Dr Sam Baily of NZ who has done a great deal of

research and is a published author on the topic of viruses and toxins and similar ilk. She has made me

rethink a great deal and as a non-expert on the subject I can only point you in its direction so that you

can make of it what you will.....she posits that the Ivermectin option that was so widely known and

shut down - and recommended by Joe Rogan. Dr Pierre Kory etc....is not nearly as helpful -or

necessary- as they promote and in fact was a counter-thing from Big Pharma to persuade folk to in

fact take it as a remedy when in truth it is anything but. ( She reminded me of a recent advert from the

Ozempic makers who 'begged' people to refrain from taking their wonder drug that brought about

amazing weight loss in celebrities ....they explained it was intended for diabetics and not those

desiring to lose weight...so please leave it for those who are health compromised. Nice tactics ! ). As I

say, I found this disturbing and can make no comment other than to suggest you read and listen to this

young and highly knowledgeable doctor.
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A Midwestern Doctor May 1 · edited May 2 Author

I wrote a detailed series addressing their points because they were repeatedly raised.

Part 1 is here: https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/thoughts-on-the-existence-of-viruses

Part 2 is here: https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/nuanced-ideas-and-simplistic-truths

The key things to understand about these people are:

•They are misrepresenting terrain theory (I utilize it a lot in medical practice).

•Many of their core arguments are easily disproven (see the previous articles).

•They have consistently refused to publicly debate or defend their points and will not listen to any

of the arguments raised against them (hence why I spent days writing the previous articles).

•Most of the people promoting this lost their medical licenses and hence are financially

dependent upon doubling down on this theory to be true to maintain their following and hence

economic livelihood.

•This whole thing originally started as a prank/trolling campaign to fracture the vaccine safety

movement (igor chudov tracked it down).

•Some of what they are saying is indeed true, but they are overextrapolating from it (hence why I

needed the context of the above articles).
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Lee Muller Lee Muller’s In Plainsight is 2… May 1 · edited May 1

Agree and thank you for taking the time to write those two posts. You pointed out the main

reason I no longer pay to much attention to those that deny the existence of viruses: "They

have consistently refused to publicly debate ..." which is what I also experienced when

raising questions in the comments.

When people ask whether viruses exist, I reply "Do electrons exist?" akin to debating the

existence of God. While I do not deny that living a healthier life or having certain genetics or

environmental factors can help you not get sick or not feel sick or not think you are sick, it is

less important what we call or name the ability to transmit sickness than it is to recognize it

is happening. I do not see it as an either-or situation, but rather a complex and-situation in

which most of what biology and life is. It is the complex miracle of the human body, in

combination with heart/mind/soul/spirit over matter, which some may have success in

imitating or unraveling parts of it, but will never be able to replicate, reproduce, explain the

whole as we are each unique individuals every millisecond of the day.
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Jolene May 2

The inability/unwillingness to communicate uncertainty is another tell when it comes to

fraudulent “experts”. I want experts to tell me what they know, but also what they don’t

know or they aren’t sure of. Humility matters.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear AMD, uh, yeah-no. Core critique of viral contagion theory is the utter lack of ANY

evidence of a so-called infectious particle being found in tissues of a sick person; AND

subsequent proof of transmission. Even Montagnier conceded that he NEVER found HIV.

How about you demonstrate that ANY contagious and infectious virus exists. Dang.
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Dave May 2

What's your refutation on the rabies bit? It was fairly persuasive in

1) Having been identified with, supposedly, pictures

2) Having consistent unique symptoms generally not attributed to poisoning or health

decline

3) Being able to be reliably transferred from animal to animal in a laboratory setting

4) Consistently being caused by exposure (dog bite) to a rabies carrier as opposed to

people getting rabies from being bit by random non-rabid dogs.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear Dave, thank you for your question.

I am not sure that you have read some of the original papers of Pasteur and others

in the 19th century. See e.g., BMJ 1887 of March 5: 532-534.

Let us start with the premise that a bite from a dog, or other mammal, results in a

specific set of symptoms. Why would we attribute said symptoms to a single,

never isolated, never replicated, agent? Further, I do not suppose that you claim

that EVERY bite from a so-called "rabies infected" animal results in the same

symptoms. How many never reported cases are there?

Pasteur was injecting material into the brains of rabbits and dogs, and making

biological soups and claimed that if he injected that material, he would cure or

prevent rabies.

About those "lab" settings. Can you send me a paper?

In sum, as the term is conceived at present (Summers 2009), I am credulous to

believe that there is a rabies "virus".

(Summers (2009) claims that “viruses are obligate intracellular parasites that can

exist as potentially active [sic], but inert [sic] entities, outside of cells”.

Encyclopedia of Microbiology: 546–552).

Recall, before the 1900, "virus" simply meant "disease." (Have you seen the Lanka

presentation on the evolution of the term virus?)

Hence for Pasteur, rabies virus (aka, hydrophobia - do you really believe that any

dogs feared or had an aversion to water to the point of death?) was "rabies

disease".

Pasteur claimed that the disease was transferred by a bite. But that begs the

question, "what caused the FIRST case?"

And what were the pictures of "rabies" before 1933 (before the electron

microscope)?

Thank you for your thoughtful replies.
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Dave May 2

I found one about cats and rabies.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/3516030/

I do not claim that every bite would cause rabies symptoms. I don't think

virologists even claim 100% infection rate upon exposure to viruses. The

premise of a single agent is pretty consistent with the standard description of

rabid dogs every now and then. A flu, rabies or ebola have fairly consistent

symptoms with victims in very different local circumstances, such as

importing a fellow who causes a man in another country to have the disease.

It's a challenge for no-virus terrain theory, I think, to explain the importing of a

disease without importing the environment a man with the disease lived in.

In regards to hydrophobia and the appeal to incredulousness, yes I do believe

it's possible to be so mentally damaged for whatever reason that you would

avoid drinking water. There are stories of stranger and I've visited quite a few

mental institutions myself to give me the belief that behavior can become very

warped. If a virus, let's say, induced an extreme fever then their thinking would

become incredibly strange after a while.

That's not to say that modern theory is pristine. It's incredibly flawed and hard

to study because people are so damaged by environmental things like

vaccines and pollution and diet. But the original terrain theory said that the

microbes appeared when the terrain was weak, not that the microbes didn't

exist at all. The specific nature by which a weak diseased man dies is going to

be determined by the microbe that can take advantage of it and those

produce reliably consistent damage that can be treated or at least supported

until the person's health can be restored.

As to what caused the first case, while I can speculate, logically there's no

need to explain where a virus originated to determine what it does and how to

treat it. I don't need to say where the first human heart came from in order to

treat a heart attack. A mechanic doesn't need to tell you who invented the car

to fix it.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear Dave, did you read the Rosenau (1919) study on "flu"?

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/221687
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dave, I only see the abstract. Can you access the full pdf? Thanks
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear Dave,

(This is short - I will read the article and respond later)

Thanks for the reply but ... with VIRAL theory, the claim is that a virus

exists and then is TRANSFERRED to another body. If Rabies is ONLY

caused by virus; AND that virus MUST be transferred by a bite, then how

did the FIRST case of rabies come to be?

Heart attack and or car troubles are not analogous.

Best
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SaHiB May 2

He did. You're psychotic!
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A Midwestern Doctor May 2 Author

I still have faith that one day John will give up on this.
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NAB May 3

And this attitude here is why I come back to your Substack - unfailing charity

and good will.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear SaHiB? He did what? AMD demonstrated that a contagious, pathogenic virus

exists? Where is the published paper?

Are we ignoring that Montagnier was given the NOBEL for "discovering" HIV, yet

he declared that he never purified?
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 1

I think the link for Part 2 is the same as Part 1. Could this be the Part 2 link that you

intended? https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/nuanced-ideas-and-simplistic-truths
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A Midwestern Doctor May 2 Author

Fixed!
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

👍

Thanks again so much for a Substack that has legs and legacy!
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear AMD,

I am reviewing some lectures by Tom Cowan. He cited a paper from 2003, by Carolyn

Buxton Bridges et al (https://sci-hub.se/10.1086/378292). They offered:

"Our review found no human experimental studies published in the English-language

literature delineating person-to-person transmission of influenza. ... Thus, most information

on human-to-human transmission of influenza comes from studies of human inoculation

with influenza virus [sic] and observational studies." See page 1097.

Nevertheless, the authors conclude: "Evidence exists to support the transmission of

influenza viruses by direct and indirect contact and by droplet and droplet nuclei

(i.e., airborne) transmission." (page 1099).

Last week, someone who purported to be Christian admitted they never saw God, never felt

God, but there IS evidence that God exists. Oh well, dogma trumps falsifiable evidence every

time ... in Wonderland.
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Doug May 4

There's plenty of evidence of God: demonic possession of people and places, miracles

and prayer, other spiritual phenomenon, and after death experiences when people are

resuscitated from the dead, to name a few examples. (Yes, there are also

misinterpretations, stretching of the facts, monetization of "ghost stories," other

"spiritual phenomenon" or even hoaxes. But, there's also very real phenomenon.)

The evidence for evolution appears to be anything but compelling:

https://www.hoover.org/research/mathematical-challenges-darwins-theory-evolution-

david-berlinski-stephen-meyer-and-david. But, even if evolution were true, God could

easily create the process of evolution. I suppose one argument for evolution might be

there is no God and so we must have come from somewhere except there's plenty of

evidence for God as stated above.

My explanations could be wrong of course, but I am more than happy to place my bet

here for these reasons and more.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 4

Dear Doug,

Yep, I am with you. However, I get terrified at the notion that I might be making a

HUGE mistake (mortal sin) when choosing between white clam sauce vs tomato

sauce on my linguini. That Flying Spaghetti Monster is a jealous god, and does not

take lightly to the wrong sauce. My go to is to say that the "devil made me do it."

As for evolution, I think that we have evolved passed the White supremacist ideals

of Darwin and those inbred Brits of the 19th century. But to paraphrase what you

said, "my claims could be wrong, of course." Now where and when shall we bet?

Oh I know. I bet you are completely wrong about evidence of God being "demonic

possession." It is like saying that proof of unicorns are fairy folk. (Even if I saw the

fairy folk, that does not mean that unicorns are out there - but I digress).

Here is the bet/contract. I bet you that do not really believe in God/Devil

heaven/hell. So in exchange for ALL your present and future worth and money,

after we die, I will volunteer my soul to take your place in hell. Deal?
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Doug May 5

John, I guess we will have to agree to disagree. I think there's multitudes of

evidence and ways of getting evidence.
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Charlotte Ruse May 2

"Is protest culture just a search for community by those who feel alienated?"

No, it's an attempt by students who are "still human" objecting to the slaughter of Palestinians.

A barbaric military

operation is being conducted by Israel and the US against defenseless women and children. More

than 50,000 were burned alive not including the skeletal remains in the rubble which has not yet been

retrieved.

By the way, the grisly intention is to use the Gaza rubble to build a port, which when all is said and

done will be deployed to extract more wealth for the usual hoodlums. And maybe then, Kushner, will

be able to build his long awaited waterfront luxury condos.
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Keihatsu Keihatsu May 2 · edited May 2

You're right, this is a terrific and very professional documentary. Well done to John!

The same criminal fraud applies to ivermectin, Vitamin D and all successful protocols developed by Dr.

McCullough, Dr. Zelenko, Front Line Doctors and many other physicians who successfully treated

covid.

(As an aside, I don't believe 1.1M Americans died from covid. I believe the actual number is well under

500,000, with the vast majority of those over the age of 70. There is as much fraud surrounding

"official" covid hospitalization and death counts as there is with HCQ, ivermectin, etc. I also don't

believe over 7M people died from covid worldwide. The UK, Germany, Canada and other nations also

lied about "official" covid deaths for political and financial purposes.)
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

The excess mortality numbers shared by Ed Dowd and other researchers support your assertion

of much lower COVID death numbers. And many who started out PCR positive for COVID —

assuming they even had it since PCR tests were not reliable — ended up dying not from COVID

but from deadly, financially incentivized hospital protocols, which were the only ones that medical

professionals could administer liability free. It was their way or the highway, and that highway

often led to the morgue instead of home.
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Keihatsu Keihatsu May 2

💯💯
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Sez777 May 2

Censorship is NOT "consensus".

Silencing voices you fear will expose your crime is NOT "consensus".

Criminally suppressing life-saving medications is NOT "consensus".

Despite Ron Johnson's aversion to the word - this absolutely was a Conspiracy, a decade in the

making.

Now the opening ceremony to the 2012 London Olympic Games makes sense.

As ruthless, extreme, and horrific as it is to accept that Governments the world over, under U.N

direction, all agreed to a global cull and the murder of their own citizens - Covid, if nothing else,

unmasked those who had (until now) largely stayed under the radar, and it clearly revealed the depths

of their depravity.

Eugenics. Plain and simple. Concealed behind a facade, masquerading as public do-gooders.

This film was damning.

To quote a favoured MSM catch-cry "the walls are closing in".

This has been the biggest crime in human history, simply by virtue of its extreme callousness and the

breadth of its global reach, on a par with war crimes.

And, like prosecution of war crimes, we need to make examples of every head of this depraved hydra.

Science and Medicine have been dealt a lethal and fatal blow. We need to reciprocate in kind.
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J. Harris May 2

“Now the opening ceremony to the 2012 London Olympic Games makes sense.”

I had to look up images from this event as I was unaware; I don’t watch these kinds of things.

OMG! That was creepy! Kinda like the creepy artwork I saw in the Denver airport in December

2013. Why would that kind of artwork be in an airport?!? I have the same question after seeing

the 2012 Olympic opening ceremony; why, what the hell?!?
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cgg May 2

Have you ever watched the opening ceremony for the Commonwealth Games, I want to say

from about 2 years ago? Bizarre. I got the feeling that people in the stands were thinking

"WTH? I just wanted to see some track and field."
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J. Harris May 2

CGG….OMG! WTF!!

🤯

 Those ceremonies look crazy!! And creepy too! Interesting that

“Commonwealth” nations “used to be” part of the British Empire.
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DevonshireDozer DevonshireDozer’s Dribblings May 2

Actually, not all members of the British Commonwealth were ever part of the

Empire. Mozambique, Rwanda come to mind but there are several more.

Why? No idea - probably lots of freebies, all expenses paid ' fact finding missions'

& maybe a nudge from the WEF.
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Sez777 May 2

I know right. Quite the production.

In addition to that particular piece of predictive programming, and the Johns Hopkins 'Event

201' pre-show rehearsal, there were all the contagion movies, the 'Project Runway' model in

April of 2019 who just happened to be named "Kovid" and came out wearing a face mask

matching her outfit, an obscure rapper named Dr Creep who, in a 2013 song, mentions

"2020 corona virus, bodies stacking", the scene in Tom Clancy's video game "The Division

2" (released March 15, 2019) with the words "The virus is a hoax" scrawled on a wall.

These people can't help themselves.

Insider knowledge it seems is difficult to not brag about.
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Don Midwest May 2 · edited May 2

The covid-19 fraud opened up my eyes on the fraud in medicine.

Only some in my peer group - roughly NYT readers -- have yet to acknowledge the instructional fraud

I was carrying signs at Berkeley in the 1960's because of the evil being done by our government in

Vietnam

The genocide in Gaza is even more extreme and visible and a moral failing of the US and Israel

The student protests on campus are being covered rather than the genocide

The Zionists trained police and US military are enacting Gaza in the US

My hunch is that the protests will get larger and larger as the attempt of raw force shows that the

governments are attempting to hide their war crimes

In summary, while I surely was aware of government lies during Viet Nam, I still though that the

government overall was a force for good and a moral case could change the government's path

The genocide on Gaza today shows that all along the government has been lying and the attempt to

wipe out a people is being done right in front of our eyes because of: beach front property, gas and oil

resources, and a canal that would rival the Suez canal.

I see this is another major failure of the last stages of Colonization which the US has done through

over 800 military bases around the world, "The Rules Based Order", sanctions and finance.
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

I plan to share this article — as I always do — with my (sadly, very few) free Substack readers.

I also will send it to one of my liberty legislators who so far has unsuccessfully tried to get Idaho’s

government to investigate the state’s actions during the last few years in order to prevent a repeat

performance.

Many good health freedom bills were proposed during Idaho’s 2024 legislative session, but were

defeated or drawered by those who represented corporate, big Pharma, big hospital, and big

government interests over ”we the people’s“ interests. Here’s a link to that list of very good bills that

couldn’t get through what many (falsely) believe is a “red” leaning legislature (URL shortened):

https://tinyurl.com/2s3ve6dp
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Elizabeth Krispin Elizabeth’s Substack May 4

Thank you so much for continuing to fight the good fight!!!!!
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Tim May 3

' it was viewed as “untreatable” and those who went to the hospital with a severe case of typically

died.'

If the medics didn't kill you with vents, midazolam or remdesivir I think most people would have got

over it themselves (whatever the hell it was if anything at all).
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David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM David S. Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM May 3

I wonder why the Powers that be did not take Alka Seltzer Cold Plus off the shelves? No prescription

necessary and fairly safe and effective. It has been my go to for years. But during the height of COVID

I was drinking Tonic Water with a Squeeze of lime. 

🤷😎
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Hawkeye May 2

I have not watched it yet, but I will.

I KNEW something was off as soon as they attacked Plaquenil/hydroxychloriquine as a dangerous

treatment.

I know many people that have taken 300-400 mg daily for 10-20 years to treat lupus with zero side

effects. The only significant risk is retinal issues after MANY years of daily use.

Their playbook is so obvious once you know it - read RFK Jrs book on the real Anthony Fauci!
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Deb May 2

Sorry, you lost me when I read the line about not "stooping to their level" to name the people who

faked their credentials. We will continue to get nowhere on this topic if we don't "fight back" on their

level. You can continue to write long articles bemoaning the injustice but until you are willing to play on

their level you will just be preaching to the choir and beating that dead horse.
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Marilyn Francel May 1

Thank you! Will watch. Hopefully more will also watch even though attention spans are much shorter

now 

🙁
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John Davidson BROKEN TRUTH May 1

Believe it or not this was the short version of the movie!
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GardenInSunshine May 2

Thank you, John Davidson @BrokenTruth, for producing this excellent movie.

I watched it when you first released it.

A very informative and riveting two hours.
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John Davidson BROKEN TRUTH May 2

You are very welcome!
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Marcella Nelson May 7

Don't underestimate the visceral hatred the vaxxed will have for the unvaxxed once they realize how

stupid they were and how smart we were.
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MidWest RRT The Lost Lessons May 5

They want you dead….

Here is what I put out to friends and relatives.

So many variations from one extreme to another. People didn’t believe COVID existed or thought the

official narrative was the only way.

I had links to purchase and other educational information links to online doctors and protocols…..

You have to be your own best health care advocate.

PATIENT EDUCATION IS KEY

1. MISTAKE: NOT understanding the importance of living a healthy lifestyle & having a healthy immune

system. NOT understanding it’s possible to minimize COVID-19 severity, by incorporating a few easy

steps into your daily routine.

2. MISTAKE: NOT understanding there is SUCCESSFUL EARLY treatment available, from online

physicians. THEY want you to FEAR COVID-19. When people acquire knowledge that there is

successful early treatment, this turns THEIR media generated FEAR into RESPECT.

3. MISTAKE: NOT understanding where to find physicians that will assist you in getting safe,

successful early treatment. THEY don’t want you to know any of this information.

4. MISTAKE: NOT understanding the need to be prepared. The need to have the meds on hand before

you need them. Having to wait on doctors or drugs, does not correlate to successful early treatment.

Do not get behind the virus. The KEY is to Stay Ahead.

5. MISTAKE: DO NOT ASSUME it’s a cold. DO NOT wait for a positive test. EARLY treatment means

sooner NOT later….. For EARLY treatment to be successful, optimal treatment needs to start ASAP

from when you notice your 1st symptoms. “Coronavirus is like a tornado. It can hit one home and miss

another.” Respect is needed, NOT Fear.Expand full comment
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Jack Roberts May 3

The Covid response was a disaster, but it wasn't an accident. Everything, in every part of this disaster,

the "treatment protocols", the shots, the spiking and censorship of truthful information, and the

intimidation by big government to steamroll the citizens was designed to kill, maim, and dishearten the

masses. Once people have a good understanding of that part of it, then we can fix it.
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Mary Stanton May 3

Thank you again for your work. John Davidson adds another important piece to the tragedy and it was

like watching the anatomy of a drug demolition despite its use and safety. The history of HQ was

fascinating. Also introduced me to more of the players — I am just not sure how these people sleep at

night Good work Mr Davidson!!!
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NAB May 3

Epidemic of Fraud is well worth your time - even, or may especially, for those of us steeped in the

Covid narrative. It will affirm your suspicions but also reinforce facts and the chronology of events

which I find useful when trying to inform others about what has taken place in the last 4 years.
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Mouzer May 3 · edited May 3

"... the fact that the mainstream media is taking in less and less money (which is leading to many

journalists getting laid off), many journalists who previously worked in the mainstream media are now

jumping ship to join the alternative media..."

It would seem media is mainly filtering out real journalists. The bright side is the worst propagandists

posing as journalists remain employed. This is like filtering something for lumps. Eventually the lumps

are thrown out along with the filter. 

😏
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J. Harris May 3

It was a good documentary. Makes me mad and sad. I’m surprised it’s still on YouTube. Thank you

AMD for your work!

❤🩹

I’m curious, since I live in the Rocky Mountains, about resources on how to make tonic from the

Dogwood bark. It was mentioned in the movie as a substitute for quinine. Upon my research, I notice

there is “dogwood” brush. Does anyone know if this can be used to make the tonic?
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MSB May 2

I don’t live in the US. I don’t believe the media where I am took pharma funding. Yet they’re reluctant

to show any vaccine -injury/death related stories for fear of looking stupid and losing credibility having

pushed them so much at the time. Media also does not dare upset certain countries. EG reading an

online report about the increase in stillbirths in Singapore was not reported as such the same week,

but rather as the fertility rate going down in that city.
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Turfseer Turfseer’s Newsletter May 2

I see no reason why the questioning should not extend to the original Chinese papers that allegedly

claimed there was a novel pathogenic virus discovered in the first place. This is the main question we

should be asking. Because without this "proof," the whole deck of cards collapses.

A song about the fraud of Virology. Watch THE DISH. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/new-music-

video-the-dish

THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG. The Germ Theory Opposed in Song. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-

chicken-or-the-egg

DR. GASLIGHT. A doctor causes his patient to question her own sanity. Listen to Turfseer’s hit song.

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/dr-gaslight
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

Just finished watching the film! John Davidson masterfully assembled the puzzle pieces of fraud,

corruption, and lies. I plan to watch again and will share in my Substack.

I already sent your article and links to one of my legislators who has been stymied in his efforts to

investigate what happened in our state.

Thanks again, AMD, for spotlighting this important documentary.
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Jerry F May 2

Evidence is mounting to support the claim that in addition to the facts you have provided, an

overlooked fact is that all this was done KNOWINGLY. To me that is the most serious of all. Among a

list of issues that existed, PHARMA KNOWINGLY omitted pointing out the dangers to child bearing

women and pregnant ones as the jab was rolling out in the name of profit. Marketing firms

KNOWINGLY created propaganda to lure people to the jab and away from life saving low cost

therapeutics. Government officials KNOWINGLY repeated the marketing mantra as bearers of

authority toward its citizens despite the fact that there was no proof of this jab being truly effective.

Medical administrations KNOWINGLY pushed the deadly jab on unsuspecting patients despite

protests from the few doctors with a conscience who risked their livelihood with the truth in public in

exchange for the monetary awards that were given for compliance. Medical professionals

KNOWINGLY urged their patients and humiliated those who refused to get the jab even though anti

viral medicine existed which had been proven effective against viruses just to save their careers.

Companies KNOWINGLY ostracized employees who refused to get the jab and fired them so that they

would not fall out of favor with the government and regulators. Even churches agreed to be closed as

non-essential KNOWINGLY so that THEY would not fall out of favor with the government !?!?! All of

these people have families, homes, children and dreams like we do. How is this even possible to have

had so many go along with the disaster that this was ? How is it that so few questioned the behaviors

we witnessed ? How is it that so few revelations were made and broadcast widely in this information

age when we have instant communication available despite the censorship ? When the day comes

(and it needs to be sooner than later) when the reasons behind all this are identified and who the main

architects were of this catastrophe, an example must be made of their punishment otherwise this will

happen again and again.
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Fred May 5

And the DOD threatened to defund any study of early treatments if it included an IVM arm. Let

that sink in…
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R K May 2

Few comments:

- Serious Adverse Events, Uncensored History of AIDS by Celia Faber from 2006 (still available on

Amazon), very well researched with interview of Kerry Mullis, is must read for anyone who is interested

what happened then and what happened with this "pandemic"; bottom line two Noble prize winners,

Montagnier being the other one, as early as 1990 had serious doubts HIV causes AIDS

- the data related to covid-19 is highly inaccurate; reporting on PCR tests without multiplication factor

is totally useless

- even if a person tests positive from cotton swab, it doesn't mean a person is infected, mucus is first

line of defense against airborne pathogens

- deaths attributed to covid-19 data is also highly innacurate, early data in 2020 indicated people who

died had 2.6 comorbidity factors; also subsequent research showed people died from secondary

bacterial infection

- ivermectin has been showed to be highly effective against pathogens like mycoplasma, against

which antibiotics are not effective because of its structure ; there are published papers showing

mycoplasma present in both AIDS and covid-19 people who had died

- CDC had a year to put a tracking system to track mRNA effectiveness, which they failed to

implement ;

- the method used to show effectiveness of mRNA saving millions of lives is total lie; they have used

what's called meta analysis, a combination of 140 different algorithms, which can be used to prove

whatever people want to prove
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Fred May 5

And the V-SAFE monitoring system couldn’t have been any better designed to obscure safety

signals! When the injuries and deaths popped up anyway, they just switched to looking at RSV.

I especially loved the explanation that there was “nothing more to track.” Similar to the reason

they stopped counting myocarditis cases: “rates are stable.” /s

I’ll add that it is my belief that the changes to the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results

(SEER) program of the National Cancer Institute (epidemiological information on the incidence

and survival rates of cancer in the US) obscure the true incidence. Sadly, I didn’t preserve details

at the time (2019?), and now am unable to access details.
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Blair Darkness to Light May 2

Bottom line: Covid was used to usher in The New World Order. You can call it "The New Normal" or

The Great Reset," but regardless it was used to consolidate power and redistribute wealth from the

many to the few. Language itself was manipulated and is still being manipulated. Definitions changed.

Laws changed and continue to change. Corruption breeds more corruption. Politicians around the

world have been thoroughly corrupted. Scientists have also been corrupted and the lists goes on and

on and on. Trillions of dollars were printed and still are being printed. Vital energy supplies are being

stifled. Farmers and the food supply are under attack. The medical industrial and military industrial

complexes only gained steam and became larger, as well as more influential and powerful. You could

call it a global coup, because that is exactly what it was. At it's core, there is an anti-human spirit

present throughout the world. The systems of contol are being solidified for a mass surveillance

totalitarian state with no privacy or human rights. They want to own all our data, which in effect will

allow them to own you (and me). However, we are all children of God and Jesus calls out to us to

repent of our sins and surrender our will over to Him, so we can be made whole and experience peace,

joy, love and everlasting life. These powerful forces of evil do not truly own us. I'll say it again: we are

children of God. Lucifer's time is quickly running out. We need to stand firm and look upon Jesus. Our

redemption is near.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 1

Dear AMD, deja vu, all over again ... ?

Dr. Kory has now admitted that he caused autism in his child (children?) via vax, but ... Kory believes

that unicorns, er, fairy dust, er viruses cause illness.

All of us who understand the fraud of virology, and that there is no falsifiable proof demonstrating that

viruses exist, are contagious, and pathogenic, cannot be tricked or scared into masking or taking a

vax.

Kory rightly realizes that a gun to the head is dangerous, but mistakenly believes that the very same

gun can stop that dangerous unicorn. (SMH).
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MidWest RRT The Lost Lessons May 2 · edited May 2

Should ignore you but

Does it matter that COVID-19 was a virus, a bio weapon, parasite or whatever we call it? There

were safe effective treatments, no matter what it’s name was or what it was or wasn’t…

What matters was people were lied to and died from those lies.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear MWRRT:

Nice to hear from you. I agree, there are good treatments for people suffering various

conditions. However, in the United States, "Covid" symptoms were a cluster from shortness

of breath, to loss of smell and taste, to kidney failure. In China, the ailment was defined as

pneumonia. And in China, as of Feb 2020, protocols included IV vitamin C. Granted the

Chinese hospitals poisoned patients with "anti-viral drugs", and Tylenol, but, the average

age of a Covid death was over 85.

I agree - what matters is that people were lied to. They were told, "there is a contagious,

pathogenic virus." Once we eliminate that fiction and fear of the Bogeyman, people can

address health systemically - clean air, clean water, nutrition, exercise, and finding joy in

social activities. Curiously, NONE of my family members who followed my advice - no jabs,

sunshine, vitamin C, and exercise - are all fine. Those who took the jabs (team unicorns are

real), all suffered vax injury.

Oh well. I can't wait for the next viral attack ... bird flu, monkey pox 3.0., cow flu, dolphin virus

...

Best
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SaHiB May 2

AMD has incredible patience with your rot. Give my regards to Edelman!
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A Midwestern Doctor May 2 Author

My impression over the years I've interacted with John is that he's not controlled-opposition;

he's just really fixated on this.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

Dear AMD, I am definitely not opposition (we all want health and freedom). And I wish

that I were being paid for my research (that would ease any financial concerns). My

book on the Genealogy of Covid is moving slowly - that whole full-time job as a teacher

in China is killing me. My argument is that the ideology of virus (from the 1700s with

smallpox) and into the 20th with our modern vaccine campaigns (ergo polio jabs), set

up the public to be duped.

I have about 300 pages of notes.

And yes - I am a bit fixated. Given that my wife poisoned her son at age 6 (8 shots in

one day - lost the ability to speak and read), contrasted with our daughter (11 years

younger) never vaxxed, is healthy, and I see vax-damaged kids all day long, my heart

aches for the ignoranti who gladly board the "virus-vax" death train.

And lastly, you can believe in viruses all you want. But I do not fear you. I fear the cops,

who will crack heads and imprison us all. And when minions and dupes believe the

fraud, they do the work for the cops. (I got jumped on a train in Shanghai, by a MOB

who was convinced that my failure to wear a mask put them a risk of death. Ironically,

the police - in China - told the crowd that I was NOT required to wear a mask).

So, if you want to cite ANY falsifiable evidence of a virus, AND that it is contagious, AND

pathogenic, I will be pleased to read it.

Thanks.
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SaHiB May 2 · edited May 2

I'll not object to your suggestion I may have chosen the wrong DSM designation.

Edelman stuck in my craw when I looked up a representative list of their clients.
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John Calvin Jones, PhD, JD May 2

LOL, yeah Bro. I am not pro-Edelman. I was curious about the name because of the

book by Murray Edelman, "Constructing the Political Spectacle" (1988). Without

directly harping on the role and function of mass propaganda, I think that Edelman

lays great examples of propaganda in action. For example, Edelman notes that the

political spectacle moves leaders to decry enemies as a threat, yet demands that

they describe those enemies as weak. Classic double-think.

Or as we might add, in a puny way: What rot!
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Timothy Winey Timothy’s Newsletter May 1

Thanks Trump! https://timothywiney.substack.com/p/david-knight-had-trumps-number-very
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack May 2 · edited May 2

I did not particularly cae for Trump’s personality; however, I do believe he got good “stuff” done.

Warp Speed was just plain arrogant and stupid. If I ever a ran across a few of his staff membrrs, I

believe, an elbow to the jaw would be appropriate at minimum. Ed
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

I believe the real Operation Warp Speed preceded Donald Trump, but he took credit for it. I

wish he could take off his blinders and see just how wrong this Warped Speed Operation

really was.
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack May 2

True That. Ed
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

Ed Megill, “When you look at the dark side, careful you must be. For the dark side

looks back.” – Yoda (https://parade.com/943548/parade/yoda-quotes/)
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack May 2

Wise Words. Ed
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

You, I thank!
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack May 2

Dang, He crossed into North Korea, No wars…I could way ramble on. Better

opportunities for inner city U.S.A. kids; if, they wanted them. Ed
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack May 2

Totally agree. A great record, except for...standing up to the corrupt COVID cartel.
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rich rich’s Newsletter May 1

new documentary exposes the fraud of virology...https://rumble.com/vhx3l1-the-final-refutal-of-

virology.html
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Robert May 10

You referred to this as the first documentary. Any particular reason why you ignored the Plandemic

films? (I have my own reservations about their credibility, but curious why you didn't mention them).
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MFS MFS’s Substack May 9
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MFS MFS’s Substack May 9

Good stuff.

I did watch the documentary yesterday.

Hire me as your proof-reader to catch and correct typos before publication.

Hire me as your translator and we can have each reach millions more in Spanish.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

JoJoThompson JoJoThompson’s Substack May 8 · edited May 8

You are truly what the Bible calls the Watchman on the wall letting us all know the dangers that lurked

in the course of treatment provided to the unsuspecting patients during this disease outbreak. We

know that it was not a normal disease outbreak but I'm just using those words here for now. We

deeply appreciate the work that you have done and we ask God to bless you both Here and Now and

in the coming eternal life for all that you have done.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Henry May 7

Hi, I’m having issues with my account. I signed up for a free one week trial and was not able to gain

access to the content again after I logged out. My card has since been charged and I still cannot

access the paid content. I wasn’t asked to make an account when I subscribed but have made this

account just to send this message. I’m not able to get help on this issue through customer support. Is

it possible you can help me with this please? Thank you

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor May 7 Author

Do you know what email you used? I can't see anything on this account.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Henry May 7

It’s ok now. I just had this fixed.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor May 7 Author

No problem. What I can do from my end is limited, but I hate leaving people in the

situation you were in.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Henry May 7

Thanks for your quick response. I’m fairly sure I used this exact one unless it was a slight

misspelling. I didn’t receive any verification email.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Run Freedom, Run May 6

2nd officer dies of unknown causes in small Town of Brewster NY.

https://dailyvoice.com/new-york/putnam/brewster-police-department-loses-second-officer-in-2-

weeks-at-age-55-f/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

VictorDianne Watson May 5

Thank you for sharing this amazing documentary. We saw it all happen and could not believe it. I have

become so cynical that I even believe it was released on purpose for the following reasons:

1. Destroy Trump’s presidency

2. Reduce population

3. Enrich those who could take advantage of the pandemic

4. Control remaining population

5. Enlist global totalitarian government by bringing the West to its knees.

I’m so grateful to those who are shining a light on what happened. I hope those who conspired in this

endeavor are brought to justice. We must do all we can to prevent the WHO from taking over and

totally tear down and restructure our governmental health agencies. HHS should not be in charge of

health emergencies. The FDA, CDC and NIH are corrupted by big pharma. We need to stop

advertising drugs on tv. Revamp the medical model to reflect more holistic treatments versus drugs.

Return science to those who understand how science works through discussion and debate. There’s

much to be done and this is only the beginning.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fred May 5

Another trick they used to claim that IVM was dangerous was adding it to a regimen that already

included up to three other drugs that can prolong the QT interval. I think they managed to eek out one

death in a severely ill patient. Of course, blamed on IVM. (Now, I know what you’re thinking - it was

NOT murder! Shut up!)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Carl Herman May 4

THANK YOU! As a public school teacher, here's my documentation summarized in the title:

"Challenging our public school district’s obedience to county ‘health’ ‘orders’: My reflections after 2

years of tragic-comic district refusals to answer BASIC and REQUIRED questions, Orwellian lies,

‘official’ obfuscations + colleagues’ ‘taking a knee’ to propaganda = humanity’s need for ‘friends in

high places’ to prevent massive child sacrifices to psychopathic prima facie-criminal ‘public serpents’

(59 of ?)"

https://carlbherman.blogspot.com/2022/07/challenging-our-public-school-districts.html

LIKE REPLY SHARE

TomL May 4

Yet another powerful documentary exposing the frauds of our medical system.

Please read what Mahatma Gandhi wrote in his "Guide to Health"; it really is timeless and together

with some of the best natural healing modern wisdom we have, it would be invaluable to avoid much

human misery if people took it to heart: https://www.gutenberg.org/files/40373/40373-h/40373-h.htm

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Bella Altadena May 4

I will be sharing the documentary with everyone. I know whether they want to watch it or not. Thank

you so much

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Bella Altadena May 4

I was one of the unvaccinated who stood up against the vaccines whenever anyone would listen. Most

would not listen in the early days of the rollout. It was very lonely. That said I applaud A Midwestern

Doctor for keeping me positive for those first two years

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sol Sön Wisdom Newsletter May 4

This is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

This time for real.

Here something I wrote about our current situation

https://mywisdom.substack.com/p/the-light-from-palestine

Thx for speaking up and sharing

LIKE REPLY SHARE

robin percy May 3

Wonderful You allow me to think that we WILL win

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Amy Harlib May 3 · edited May 3

Sharing the documentary!

Proudly ANTI-VAXX! Reiterating for the sake of newbies and to support this post.

SCREW THE FEAR FAKERY! NO TRUSTING THE WEF RULING CLASS EVER! DO NOT CONSENT!

Ban all vaccine jabs! There has never been a 'safe and effective' vaccine since Edward Jenner's fraud

over 200 years ago as per 'Dissolving Illusions' by Suzanne Humphries and 'Turtles All the Way Down'

by Anonymous. Health can never come from a needle or pills, but from healthy eating, healthy

exercise and healthy living! https://virustruth.net

JAB INJURIES: GROSS CALAMARI BLOOD CLOTS/AUTISM TSUNAMI/SADS/TURBO

CANCER/BIZARRE TERMINAL ILLNESSES: More tragic victims of the ruling parasite genocidal

enslavement agenda, sacrificed on the altar of psychopathic greed and hatred of humanity.

A vast majority of so-called leaders and Public 'Serpents' around the world have been bribed,

blackmailed/coerced into serving the interests of their technocratic New World Ordure parasite

masters and not We the People.

GREED is behind every evil assailing us in the world!

The demonic despots of Davos at it again! They are behind everything bad! At it for decades and

cronies like The Rothschilds and the Black Nobility and The Khazarian Mafia have been plotting

planetary domination for centuries! ALL BECAUSE OF AVARICE!

We the People must try harder to live by The Golden Rule, doing so would solve most problems!

THEY can't get rid of the 'useless eaters' fast enough! Mistakes were not made, it was always malice

aforethought.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS AN EVEN WORSE FRAUD THAN THE PLANSCAMDEMIC! SO-CALLED GREEN

TECH IS A GIGANTIC SCAM! MINING AND MANUFACTURING 'GREEN' PRODUCTS NEEDS COAL,Expand full comment

LIKE REPLY SHARE

salience May 3 · edited May 3

The personalities of most of the guilty parties seem to be stunted at an average age of 14 years old.

That well-known Fauci smirk is straight out of a hallway encounter in junior high.

The talented ones quite clever, but not even begun to learn how to use those talents, even for their

own long-term benefit much less that of society at large.

https://peterwebster.substack.com/publish/posts

LIKE REPLY SHARE

David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM David S. Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM May 2

Imagine them putting more fluoride in the water. Then they could get away with murder.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Crystal Cartmell May 2

and the real question is- if viruses don't exist , there are no pandemics. i hope you will look at the

research

LIKE REPLY SHARE

PRice May 2

Appreciate the historical perspective from @BrokenTruth.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

D D May 2

While watching the documentary with my husband, we found it difficult to keep up.The facts and

figures are so fast paced that too much of the impact is lost, according to our assessment.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

James Kringlee On The Path May 2

Thank You for the link to "Epidemic of Fraud Documentary"

I watched the whole video. I remembered everything shown. It is all TRUE.

On the youtube of this video I commented - Depraved-heart MASS murder see Depraved-heart

murder definition https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depraved-heart_murder

LIKE REPLY SHARE

yantra May 2

Let's hope it is not an "insurmountable needle"! Thanks for all you do.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

D D May 2

I have learned so much to further my health, from taking charge of reducing EMF's in my house to

adding zeta awareness and so much more. Your contribution to this earthly voyage will serve you well

when you hit "the other side" and get the rewards of the "panoramic life review" (Dannion Brinkley).

We may not get the rewards here, (not that you are looking for any) but the review of your life will give

it all back in spades.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Aja May 2

I'm old enough to remember the AIDS debacle when the treatment, AZT killed more people than the

HIV virus yet was hidden from the public. Of course there was no accountability so the same

schmuck(Fauci) figured he would wait a couple generations to unleash a similar but more deadly

science project on the the global public. And this will happen again whereby the public will have no

choice to accept the "experts remedy" as this agent will be aerosolized or embedded in the food

industry. Until these criminals are held accountable, they will force the public to submit to their

genocidal abuse.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

JC May 2

This is unprecedented. A 23 year old British cricketeer retires due to heart problems. A 20 year old

British cricketeer dies. Two young professional sportsman in the same sport at the same time. Add

them to the list of injured or dead young sports people.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/cricket/articles/ce96k19qp15o

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/cricket/articles/cpegzx4kz5xo

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Hillary Han Astro Imundo Mews May 2

Thank you so much for sharing the documentary by John Davidson. Your work has become incredibly

important to my isolated sanity, as when I read your articles, the connection to a wider community

with those who have been living the truth and sharing it with others, is genuinely brought to life. Your

voice of compassion, and education travels far and wide. . I have one comment on the documentary,

and that is: not until Bill Gates is brought forth, in the same manner he was over Microsoft, as a

contrologarch (coined by Dr. Scott McCollough), who rules the world of medical policy and funding

thousands of research institutions, countless governments, NGOs, his so-called charities, as well as

politicians, doctors and the media, will things change. And, as I have mentioned before in a previous

comment: now is his moment, as no doubt he has raised the stakes to the WHO members who will

sign their pandemic treaty. . . .Humanity needs a miracle and we need it now! Thank you so much--

Blessings from afar

LIKE REPLY SHARE

John Day MD Dr. John's Blog May 2

"A lie becomes the truth when it is repeated for the 100th time." , Mao's Red Book

;-(

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SHIRLEY JONES May 2

Fauci, Gates, The WEF,CCP, WHO, UN, DAVOS ELITIST PERVERTS, HOLLYWOOD and everyone

attached to them around the world that have been working against mankind, families, sovereign

statehood, and The One True God of All, and all their lies come straightno from Satan and his pit of

hell. The sooner this is recognized, rejected, cleansed from earth forever, the better. They glory in

their liberty now, but the time is very near when all of them will face wrath from the one True, living

God for eternity.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Scattergood Baines May 2

'Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and spread'

Virology Journal. 2005⬅︎; 2: 69.

Published online 2005⬅︎ Aug 22. doi: 10.1186/1743-422X-2-69

Results

We report, however, that chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on SARS-CoV infection of primate

cells. These inhibitory effects are observed when the cells are treated with the drug either before or

after exposure to the virus, suggesting both prophylactic and therapeutic advantage.

Conclusion

Chloroquine, a relatively safe, effective and cheap drug used for treating many human diseases

including malaria, amoebiosis and human immunodeficiency virus is effective in inhibiting the infection

and spread of SARS CoV in cell culture. The fact that the drug has significant inhibitory antiviral effect

when the susceptible cells were treated either prior to or after infection suggests a possible

prophylactic and therapeutic use.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Pete Wright May 2

Interesting thanks.

However, are you ignoring the EUA aspect of "rubbishing" and surpressing effective treatments?

If a viable treatment was already available, such as Ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine, I think the EUA

would never have been possible and therefore the "vaccine" roll out would've been dead in the water.

And perhaps most importantly, the mRNA platform itself (the "holy grail" for big Pharma in my

opinion), would never have been launched on an unsuspecting world.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor May 2 Author

That was alluded to. The issue is that I can't make these article too long, so I have to alternate

which points I focus on and virtually everyone already knows that.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Pete Wright May 2

It was "alluded to"? Perhaps I missed that.

Sadly I don't think "everyone already knows" about the importance of the EUA aspect, just

the opposite actually, I think it's been almost forgotten.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Dave May 2

You can type "EUA" in the search bar and get almost a dozen hits from articles on this

site.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Pete Wright May 2

Absolutely, and I'm sure it's a lot more than a dozen but I was obviously referring to

this specific article. I didn't think my comment was all that controversial actually

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

James Beck May 2

Open and listen. They want us dead !

THE COMING BIRD FLU SCAM. DO NOT COMPLY !!

(52) NEW PODCAST! "15 minutes with Dr.Makis" - Episode 003: Influenza H5N1 Vaccines are coming

(Part 2)

https://makismd.substack.com/p/new-podcast-15-minutes-with-drmakis-014?

utm_medium=email&r=b70e3

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Crixcyon May 2

Modern medicine is built entirely upon fraud, lies and propaganda. With the fear they push upon the

public, the drug empire would crumble to dust because it sure doesn't have much to hang its hat on.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Garry Blankenship Garry’s Substack May 2

Thank you for this Doctor. With major media, medical hierarchy and Governments, being puppeted by

the string pullers, ( Rockefeller, Gates, Black Rock et all ), this message needs to be repeated until

even the most naive will look into the inconsistencies. Constant media fear porn about a new and

novel COVID-19 virus ~ An unreliable COVID PCR testing method is used, creating a high percentage

of false positives ~ Historically dependable influenza diagnoses impossibly disappearing with the

arrival of the Government bonused COVID diagnoses ~ Hospital treatment protocols crafted to

capture maximum Government offered "COVID" diagnoses, Remdesivir use, respirator use and death

certificates ~ No early treatment ~ No recognition of natural immunity ~ No recognition for and

demonization of repurposed drugs, ( horse paste ) ~ Vaccine definition unceremoniously changed to

umbrella gene therapy drugs with legal impunity for habitual repeat felons ~ Two injections required

two weeks apart followed by a waiting period before "vaccinated" status is gained. All injection harms

and death in that five week minimum time period are accounted to the unvaccinated, COVID or bad

luck ~ No "vaccine" contraction benefit is proven ~ No "vaccine" transmission benefit is proven ~

Preeminent public "vaccinated" figures contract COVID, sometimes repeatedly ~ Mandates with no

public health benefit are set; punishing the unvaccinated and causing immeasurable economic and

mental health damage ~ "Vaccine" adverse reactions, including death, manifest and are health

management ignored to this day ~ The dominate health advisory agency for the world, the CDC,

admits lying about the drugs efficacy to prevent vaccine hesitancy ~ The toxic injections are added to

the childhood immunization schedule with no proven need or benefit ~ Government and medical

hierarchal censorship is deployed against those brave souls questioning the inject, inject, inject

narrative. All of the above and more cannot be ignored as an effort for the greater good. The

Pandemic public health management record is a 100% failure, without exception. Even a child would

have guessed beneficially once or twice. It is a statistical impossibility that every effort would be the

antithesis of health, unless it was planned.
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Peter Schott May 2

Sadly, way too accurate. So much censorship that became _really_ apparent in 2020. We kind of knew

it was there but it was never so blatant as when any alternative treatment discussion was shut down,

doctors lost their licenses, and media droned on about "misinformation". The propaganda like the

"you're not a horse" was also really well produced to get the largest affect among the population.

I agree that a lot of people really woke up after that, but there are still quite a few "trusting the

experts" and happy to do so. Too many still raving about the wonders of the mRNA shots and how

"lives were saved" with no proof or thought or desire to read more about people saying/showing they

were injured.

I'm still pretty angry at the medical professionals who repeated the lies to their patients to "stay home

until you can't breathe" without even trying some basic remedies that would help with a flu-like virus.

A friend of ours developed pneumonia because of that "treatment". A Sunday School class member

died in the hospital because of "following the protocols". We trusted our experts to help and instead

they did harm to save themselves. :(

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

SaHiB May 2

I always wondered what a new ghost's apparating to the hospital should accomplish.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Frank Canzolino May 2

NOBODY WILL BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE.

All the parties involved will instead grow rich and hit the talking-head circuit…
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Mick’s Newsletter May 2 · edited May 2

We are experiencing the biggest and most deadly travesty in human history is the creation of Covid

and the depopulation cull called Covid Vax!

What a brilliant summary and compilation of facts relating to the evil that has been revealed over the

past 5 years (which started decades ago) but is now culminating in the WEF's New World Order

completing their ultimate desires = Depopulation of mankind ('Useless Eaters') and creating Slavery of

the common man for the convenience of their Elite cabal.

We ain't having it! Your time is nigh! we the people have rumbled your evil and this is your time to face

the consequences of your evil.

First we need to prove we have realised that Vax is DEADLY. Next we have to stop an injections that

carry ZERO LIABILITY for the evil makers. Then we must introduce a new breed of politicians that are -

of the people - for the people. Then we must perform the ultimate act to remove all that were

instrumental in creating Covid to profit from artificial injections that were designed to kill and maim -

without consequence! Then it's curtains for the other conspirators, like the corrupted UN and WHO!

We're coming for you! You can run, but you can't hide. Beware!

Mick from Hooe (UK) Unjabbed to live longer!
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MidwestRTT May 2 · edited May 2

Very professional film and covered one aspect that most people heard of during the pandemic.

I asked train pulmonologists, I worked with why they didn’t treat the patients with effective safe,

known treatments. They all sided with the protocol and propaganda from above. All owned by the

current medical healthcare system. The peer pressure and corrupt system kept most in line. Only a

few of the independent physicians spoke or acted in the truth.

Most of our physicians were at the least, complicate in poor treatment and in the aiding of many

unnecessary patient’s deaths. The majority turned their back to the truth. Be it from ignorance, fear of

monetary repercussions. It doesn’t matter, a lot of them had to understand what they did or didn’t do

was unconscionable.

I blame them all.

It’s obvious the state of our great nation/goverment, our values, our whole standard of life is under

attack by evil.
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Lisa Thomas May 2

Do you think it's possible that patients were intentionally overdosed with oxygen? Was that part

of the protocol?
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MidWest RRT The Lost Lessons May 2 · edited May 2

There are very few independent doctors left. Most docs are employed by mega healthcare

companies. The plan was to make the only - easy way, their way. To follow their choice drug

of treatment(remdesivir) and supposedly gene therapy miracle cure.

It’s true; follow the money. The PREP Act gave them all immunity from lawsuits with extra

cash payments to those that followed their treatment plan. Some knew and decided in

looking the other way, some were ignorant, some didn’t want to be attacked by the higher

ups and their peers. The fear in the possible loss of income, pride, prestige….. The fear

campaign & propaganda was immense and effective... Don’t understand how these health

professionals can sleep at night… ALL guilty

Sorry for the ramblings.
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Scattergood Baines May 2

Re Dr Kory’s “we don’t want anyone to stoop to their level….” They thank him whilst laughing at him.

“Continue on!”
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Valora Kilby May 2

If anything emerges out of the disaster of the last four years it will be the awareness that our medical

system no longer serves us, but is designed to serve only a few. The tentacles of fraud are extensive.

Health care for profit must be dismantled and I believe that we are moving in that direction.
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Jack Roberts May 2

Doctors, who should be critical thinkers, followed the CDC "treatment" protocols like good little party

members. It amounts to money over lives and there are lots of guilty individuals from the CDC through

the good "doctors" who used a protocol that was almost guaranteed to result in a negative outcome.

When you tried to fight it, you were talked down to and ridiculed for wanting to advocate for you loved

one. You were barred from even being with them. You can't tell me that the doctors didn't know what

they were doing to people since they wouldn't even try something different because what they were

doing wasn't working. Insanity is doing the same thing over and over hoping for a different result.

Hospitalists became serial killers and are still walking around free.
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Charlotte Ruse May 2

"Much of what happened during the pandemic was ultimately a product of widespread censorship

that was conducted to protect a powerful industry which places profits over human lives."

There were numerous industries involved other than the medical industrial complex such as trillion

dollar asset management firms, the DOD, multinational corporations, and the usual bankster

gangsters.

In fact, the scamdemic was handled like a military operation calling a worldwide state of emergency

which allowed the powers that "shouldn't be" to declare "medical Martial Law." This was manifested in

the lockdowns and the mandating of an experimental toxin.

That being said, why is it

that those who were appalled by the scamdemic are now accepting the militarism in Gaza and the

slaughter of the Palestinians. Can't they see that the same hoodlums responsible for the scamdemic

crimes against humanity are also behind the Palestinian genocide. Where again industry places profit

over human lives.
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Joseph Unger Joseph’s Substack May 2

BIG Thanks!
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Vote Created Equal Mom and Dad matters May 2

To focus on fauci and birx is to miss the president warp speed right in front of our eyes. Mr big's

current political goal is to keep our eyes of his paid reality actor democrat plant until he's ensconced

in second term. Just like Big used keystone cop trump to put Biden in, Mr big will use cardboard Joe

to put trump in.
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Vote Created Equal Mom and Dad matters May 2

That is the reason why Mr big won't mind this documentary...it doesn't focus on the buck stops

here target.
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Vote Created Equal Mom and Dad matters May 2

Let's go, hydroxy, let's go! Keeping kayfabe with kloriquine
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Jolene May 2

I bookmarked the link to this study from Yale awhile back, so that when I had some free time I could

revisit and delve more deeply into the propaganda campaign of the covid response.

There is now a disclaimer at the top of the page as the government tries to wash its hands of guilt. 

😂

Absolute clowns.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT04460703
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack May 2 · edited May 2
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The one “thing” I would personally correct in Dr. Kory’s post is “selfless”. I would change that to

“selfish”. I helped Patients in need for Myself. They were the beneficiaries of such (And no, I didi not

get rich). If You haven’t already read Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand. See if You can make it through it

😁

. I

have read it 11 times. It is burned in My brain. Ed
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